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Thank You For Your Tireless Efforts



Hospitals Facing Significant Challenges

• Hospitals are STILL dealing 
with unprecedented 
challenges 
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Kaufman Hall: Current State of Hospital Finances
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-102%: Level of hospital margins below pre-pandemic levels 
for the January through June of 2022

-37%: Optimistic projection of hospital margins below pre-
pandemic levels for the rest of 2022 (-133% is pessimistic 
projection)

53%: Percentage of hospitals projected to end the year 
with negative margins relative to pre-pandemic levels

$135 B: Increase in hospitals expenses over 2021 (labor 
expenses projected to increase by $86 B and non-labor 
expenses to rise $49 B)



Current State of Indiana Hospital Finances
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Workforce

Nursing Shortages
90% of nurse leaders expect a nursing shortage post-pandemic.2

Nursing vacancy rate in hospitals3

 2021 average: 10%
 Average time for a hospital to hire an experience RN, 

regardless of specialty: 89 days

AHA Resources
 AHA’s workforce agenda and resources: aha.org/workforce

1“2021 Provider Health IT & Corporate Services Trends,” Guidehouse Center for Health Insights analysis of an executive survey conducted by Healthcare Financial Management Association, 
May 26, 2021, https://guidehouse.com/insights/healthcare/2021/2021-provider-health-it-corp-svcssurvey.
2“AONL COVID-19 Longitudinal Study Report: Nurse Leaders’ Top Challenges and Areas for Needed Support, July 2020 to August 2021,” American Organization for Nursing Leadership and 
Joslin Marketing, August 26, 2021.
3“2021 NSI National Health Care Retention & RN Staffing Report,” NSI Nursing Solutions Inc., March 2021.

Critical workforce shortages threaten the ability of hospitals and 
health systems to care for their communities.

COVID-19 Impact on Staffing Shortages1

Health care executives were asked which current staffing 
shortages are worse than one year ago.



139 Rural Hospital Closures Since 2010
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Closure Threat in Indiana is Real

• Indiana
–Rural hospitals at risk of closing: 20 (38 percent) 

• Michigan
–Rural hospitals at risk of closing: 19 (31 percent) 

• Illinois
–Rural hospitals at risk of closing: 20 (28 percent) 

• Ohio
–Rural hospitals at risk of closing: 19 (27 percent)

• Kentucky
–Rural hospitals at risk of closing: 16 (23 percent) 
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Patient Acuity Up Significantly 

• Delayed and avoided care for non-COVID-19 patients during the pandemic has 
contributed to increasing patient acuity in hospitals

• Overall patient acuity has increased consistently each year since the start of the 
pandemic. Between 2019 and 2021, overall patient acuity, as measured by the 
average length of stay, was up nearly 10%

• For Medicare fee-for-service patients in the hospital for reasons other than COVID-
19, average length of stay (ALOS) was up 6% in 2021 from 2019
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How Will Industry Respond?
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• Warning that it could take years for provider margins to recover to pre-pandemic levels, Fitch 
outlined a series of steps necessary to manage the inflationary pressures.

• Those moves include steeper rate increases in the short term and “relentless, ongoing cost-cutting 
and productivity improvements” over the medium term, the ratings agency said.

• Further out on the horizon, “improvement in operating margins from reduced levels will require 
hospitals to make transformational changes to the business model,” Fitch cautioned.



Voters’ Health Care Cost Concerns



Voters’ Health Care Cost Concerns



Private Sector Concerns

• “Elizabeth Mitchell is the president and CEO of Purchaser 
Business Group on Health, a coalition of nearly 40 of the 
country’s largest employers.

• Mike Thompson is the president and CEO of the National 
Alliance of Healthcare Purchaser Coalitions, a purchaser-led 
organization dedicated to driving health and health care 
value across the country. 

• The two organizations are working together to mobilize 
employer-purchasers, educate policymakers, and advocate 
for public policies to reduce health care prices.”
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RAND 4.0 

• RAND 4.0 data is outdated and doesn’t reflect recent changes
• Many differences between states

– Indiana has 3rd lowest rate of commercial reimbursement for doctors

– Indiana hospitals have twice the uncompensated care as Michigan

–Medicare is not appropriate benchmark, as it varies by hospitals and 
Indiana hospitals are paid poorly by Medicare 

• Indiana is not an outlier when it comes to overall health care costs
–RAND rankings do NOT equate to total cost of care
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Hoosiers for Affordable Healthcare

H4AHC followers:



Hospitals Are Committed to Affordability 

• IHA has consistently supported transparency legislation 
- Surprise billing, patient estimates, price posting, public database

• Indiana hospitals recognized for commitment to transparency 
• Varying cost reducing initiatives from hospitals across the state 
• The need for a common, accurate metric to measure success 
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Changing the Game
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Educating Policymakers and the Public
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The Bigger Picture
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Telling Our Story
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What’s Next?

• 2023 state legislative session begins in January

• Governor has identified public health as a major agenda item 

• Expecting some more media attention on the cost debate,  
including nationally

• Continuing our education of lawmakers on hospitals’ work on 
affordability

• IHA’s members are continuing to serve Hoosiers undaunted
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IHA’s Legislative Agenda

• Workforce
• Insurer Transparency
• Protecting Health Care Workers
• Governor’s Public Health Commission Recommendations
• Supporting Employers 
• Leadership’s Mental Health Package
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Culture of Workplace Safety Initiative

• Advocate for public policies to protect staff
– Federal SAVE legislation authored by Rep. Bucshon
– Bring back state-level enhancement for assault against HCWs

• Ensure that mental illness is not criminalized

• Educate the public about the issues
– Use our statewide voice to inform the public and policymakers about the threats HCWs are 

facing
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Culture of Workplace Safety Initiative

• Collect Data to inform future advocacy, enhance targeted interventions & training, provide 
a benchmark for individual IHA members, and set a goal for collective improvement

– Asking IHA members to complete the Workforce Safety Supplemental Questions as part of the 
Culture of Patient Safety Survey

• Provide Resources
– Distribute signage for requesting hospitals regarding patient/visitor behavior

• Draw on member examples and Michigan Hospital Association’s templates

– Based on funding considerations, establish a platform to scale a post-incident solution such as the 
Resilience in Stressful Events (RISE) program from the Johns Hopkins Hospital across all requesting 
members
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Six Public Health (PH) Workstreams
• Emergency Preparedness

– Analyze State/LHDs’ response to the pandemic; make recommendations for future improvements
• Public Health Funding

– Review PH funding sources, current levels, and suggestions for standardization ($250 M question)
• Governance, Infrastructure, and Services

– Review PH governance/infrastructure, services delivered through LHDs, and shared services models
• Workforce

– Consider policies to support PH workforce planning and identify/address workforce shortages
• Data and Information Integration

– Consider policies to improve the use/integration of data to better support PH programming and delivery
• Child and Adolescent Health

– Improve school-based health education and prevention; improve access to child & adolescent health care



Life Expectancy in Indiana Declining
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Decreases in Hoosier life expectancy 
are occurring in working age 
individuals (25 to 64) while ages 65+ 
are seeing increases in life 
expectancy. Indiana’s average 
expectancy is 1.9 years below the 
US, ranking us 40th.



Life Expectancy Diverging Greatly by County
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Huge differences 
emerging between 
counties like Hamilton 
County at 81.8 years of 
life expectancy and 
Scott County at 72.9.



Key Questions

• Can we address our long-term workforce challenges?

• With financial pressures from commercial payers and Medicare, can we be more 
creative and aggressive about Medicaid policy in Indiana?
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• How do we best educate not just policymakers, but 
the public about the industry’s challenges?

• Can we decrease provider-payer tension and increase 
collaboration on value-based payment models?

• Will Indiana finally invest in public health in a 
meaningful way?



Questions?

Trent Fox
VP, Government Relations
tfox@IHAconnect.org

Indiana Hospital Association
500 N. Meridian, Suite 250
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Main: 317-633-4870
IHAconnect.org | Facebook | Twitter

mailto:btabor@IHAconnect.org
https://www.ihaconnect.org/Pages/Home.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/INHospitalAssociation
https://twitter.com/ihaconnect
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